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Instead of waging war on the left, party leadership needs to build on the popular, progressive work in previous manifestos and craft a vision for the country voters can follow ...
Keir Starmer has let Boris Johnson off the hook and ignored good policy. He urgently needs to change direction
The end of the COVID-19 pandemic could be in sight thanks to the arrival and increasingly widespread use of vaccines against the disease. That could mean a return to normalcy for a poultry industry ...
Preparing poultry for a post-COVID world
The Seti Institute, an organisation which searches the cosmos for extraterrestrial intelligence, is helping to make a library specifically for aliens. The library is Seti’s response to the Great ...
Seti is building a ‘Library of the Great Silence’ for alien civilisations to use
New Detroit Lions quarterback Jared Goff is looking forward to the opportunity to try and turn around the fortunes of the organization.
Jared Goff: Lions can be 'playoff good' very quickly
Developed over the last 30 years by teams attempting to break the non-stop round the world record, the Jules Verne Trophy, these giant 32m long by 23m wide flying multihulls are the fastest offshore ...
World’s fastest sailboats sign up for Rolex Fastnet Race
A fair and equal international calendar would see the Pacific Islands join rugby league’s established elite, Toa Samoa coach Matt Parish insists. Traditionally, international league has been dominated ...
Rugby League: International calendar would see Samoa challenge NZ, Australia declares coach
IBM claims that it has made a significant breakthrough in computer processors by creating the world's smallest microchip, a 2nm, in its test lab.
IBM develops the world’s most powerful and smallest microchip
Anyone owning stucco house 1930 know good roofer for leak ?? Might need flashing etc?? Getting many different answers?? Dear Neighbors – there is apparently a new scam regarding package deliveries.
Anyone owning stucco house 1930 know good roofer for leak
Over the past week we’ve enjoyed reporting on the vast and varied achievements of local people improving our community.
Editorial: Another Good Week
Barbers and stylists were some of the first people to return back to work during the pandemic. But still, many Americans aren't comfortable sitting down in salon chairs and some stylists have ...
Stylist with breast cancer among those with lingering concerns about reopened salons
CNA Lifestyle speaks to successful working mothers who make it look all too easy. This week, the 34-year-old entrepreneur-mum ...
How Love, Bonito’s Rachel Lim is building a fashion empire from Singapore
It gives us a chance to see that we can be something more in the world,” said Alanna West, a student in Opportunity Youth's MicroSchool-West program.
Madison School District’s Opportunity Youth office empowers and motivates underserved students
Kiwis Hadleigh and Hannah Churchill met many moons ago at university in Wellington, New Zealand. Hadleigh arrived in Shanghai in March 2008 to work for an advertising agency, and Hannah joined a year ...
Hadleigh & Hannah Churchill Pick Their Shanghai Family Favorites
New Detroit Lions quarterback Jared Goff believes Lions have a chance to have success if the proper amount of work is put in.
Goff: Lions Can Be 'Playoff Good' Very Quickly
Cohere Inc., which will offer broader access to machine-learning software, boasts big-name backing from deep-learning godfather Geoffrey Hinton and other key global AI leaders ...
Toronto startup backed by AI experts aims to bring Google-quality predictive language to the masses
Cycling has become so accessible that we have people of all ages in the community using the trails,” says Dane Eifling, Fayetteville, Arkansas’s mobility coordinator in its engineering division.
Is Fayetteville, Arkansas the Next Great Biking City?
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Consumers are splurging on cars and furniture — and facing extended waits for delivery. Restaurants and gyms are reopening — and struggling to find ...
From Apple to Domino’s Pizza, U.S. companies are scrambling to meet surges in demand
Hear from our Corporate Leaders as they share their experience and advice on leading & building a highly effective team!
Leading & Building a Highly Effective Team - Kabel Fireside Chat
Dak Prescott is feeling really, really great about his recovery from last October's ankle injury. How great? If you parachuted him into an NFL game right now, he thinks he'd be good to go. The Dallas ...
Dak Prescott feeling great about injury recovery: 'I can go play in a game right now'
New analysis by the Global Wind Energy Council ("GWEC") shows that 3.3 million new wind power jobs can be created globally over the next five years thanks to major industry expansion. This figure ...
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